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MAINE MEETS N.H.
IN TOUGH STRUGGLE
ON GRID SATURDAY
Favor's Injury Might Prevent
Him from Going into
Fracas This Week

TS

Sing Maine Songs

The Black Bears will travel to Durham,
New Hampshire, Saturday to engage the
New Hampshire Wildcat eleven in a game
which has all the car marks of being a
hum-dinger from start to finish. The
f1ricemen will attempt to take their hosts
into camp so that they may be one step
uearer the New England Conference title
Nkliich will be defended by the Cowell
.iiached team.
In spite of the fact that New Hampshire was handed an upset by Boston University in their initial encounter and was
walloped by Harvard last week, the team
is looking for a victory over Maine, since
it would bring back the well nigh shattered confidence of the Cowellmen and
make the remainder of the schedule look
less like the suicide row it appears at present. Though the eleven has suffered two
defeats, the New Hampshire cause has
its brighter moments. Reserves have begun to gain experience as Ken McKiniry,
center, brother of Don McKiniry who is
a member of the Pale Blue track team,
Stan Manning, guard and Jack Sweetser,
end, all played well in the Harvard Stadium. And again the team is characteristically New Hampshire, slow starting but
rolling along later in season.
It is unlikely that Maine's triple threat,
Don Favor will see action on Saturday.
Favor worked out with the football squad
for the first time this week since his injury in the Connecticut game, but is not
yet in good shape to take his place in the
backfield. His punting and passing is
bound to be missed in the Wildcat set-to.
The Bricemen have been brushing up
on their defense against forward passes
the major part of this week's practice, as
New Hampshire is noted for their aerial
game. The Pale Blue mentor has also
given the team a few new plays which
will be used for the first time this Saturday.
Maine's lineup for the tussle will be the
same as against Holy Cross with the exception that John Wight will be at right
guard instead of Morris Judd. The veteran guard bruised his knee in the first
game with Rhode Island and remained on
the sidelines until last week when he
played in part of the encounter. His return to the front wall is due to strengthen
the team which was outcharged by the
Crusaders.
The starting line-ups for the game Saturday at Durham will be: For Maine:
L.E.; Pike, L.T.; Calderwood,
1--(;.: Cobb, C.; Wight, R.G.; Craig, R.
T.; Parsons, R.E.; Wilson, QB.; Roinansky, R.H.B.; Means, L.H.B.; Robertshaw; F.B. For New Hampshire:
Andrews, L.E.; Learmonth, L.T.; Moriarty, LG.; Dunnan, C.; McDermott,
R.G.; Batchelder, R.T.; Angwin, RE.;
Clark, Q.B.; Knox. L.H.B.; Jacques,
R.H.B.; Hapsey, F.B.

Novel Publication Due
For Appearance Soon
Ii ie of Ow moist interesting and novel
publications that has ever been issued at
the University will soon make its appearance on campus—namely, "Alumni Letters to Freshmen." This pamphlet has
been compiled by Charles O'Connor, who
was assistant to the Dean of Men last
car, and who is continuing his studies at
Yale University this year.
"Alumni Letters to Freshmen" consists of a number of letters that prominent members of the alumni have written
to the freshman class. It contains per,
onal messages from each, concerning
nal problems about which they feel that
every freshman should have a clear and
concise knowledge.
Realizing that a freshman sees college
life and its many activities from one angle,
the seniors from another, and the grad
from still another, it has been the aim of
this pamphlet to acquaint the freshman
with the views of the alumni on college
life.
It touches upon nearly every phase-from athletics to military, and from the
M.C.A. to the band, and every letter has
been written by an alumnus who was an
authority in his particular field.
The pamphlet is expected to be ready
for distribution in a few days, and a copy
will be distributed to every freshman.

ORONO, MAINE,OCTOBER 13, 1932
TICKET EXCHANGE
BATES GAME
Seniors—Monday, Oct. 17
Juniors—Tuesday, Oct. 18
Sophomores—Wednesday, Oct. 19
Freshmen—Thursday, Oct. 20
Cashier's window, Alumni Hall
8 to 12-1 to 4 each day.
Seniors can buy one extra ticket
in Steel Grandstand in addition to
one received in exchange for season
ticket.
If any extra seats remain unsold,
Juniors are allowed the same privilege.
The same arrangement also applies to Sophomores and Freshmen
in order of their seniority.

"AS HUSBANDS GO"
FIRST MASQUE PLAY
To Be Presented Nov. 10
In Chapel. Cast Is
Partially Chosen

UNIVERSITY MIGHT GOV.-ELECT BRANN
RECEIVE NEW FUND TO BE SPEAKER ON
FOR A SCHOLARSHIP HOMECOMING WEEK

Hon. Louis J. Bram, governor-elect of
Maine and graduate of the University in
the class of 1898 is to be the speaker at
the Alumni Homecoming luncheon which
is to be held at the University of Maine
October 29 according to an announcement
made today by Professor Charles P. Weston '96, chairman of the Homecoming
Committee.
This will be the second annual Homecoming luncheon and will be in the nature of a tribute in honor of the distinguished guest and alumnus of the Urnversity. It is expected alumni and faculty will attend its large numbers. Last
year at the first alunmi luncheon at which
Dr. R. H. Fernald, dean of the University
of Pennsylvania Engineering School was
the speaker it was impossible to accommodate all who wished to attend. It will
be necessary to make reservations for this
luncheon.
Dr. H. S. Boardman, president of the
University, will preside. Dr. Boardman
was a senior at the time Mr. Brann was
a freshman at the University.
The Homecoming program will begin
Friday, October ZS, and continue through
Saturday afternoon concluding with the
Colby-Maine football game.

President Harold S. Boardman of the
University of Maine was recently appointed chairman of a committee of nine
members to study the effect of the depression on land grant colleges and universities. The appointment was made by
the chairman of the executive committee
of the Association of Land Grant Colleges
and Universities, an organization made
up of fifty-one land grant institutions,
forty-eight in the United States, one in
Alaska, one in Hawaii, and one in Porto
Rico.
President Boardman has composed a
questionnaire which has been sent to each
of the fifty-one colleges and universities,
and the information received from them
will be compiled and Dr. Boardman will
report on the material at the meeting of
the Board in Washington on November
14, 15, 16.
The entire committee is made up of
President Boardman, chairman; President C. A. Lory, State Agricultural College, Fort Collins, Colorado; President
J. J. Tigert, University of Florida; President Alfred Atkinson, Montana State
College; Chancellor E. A. Burnett, University of Nebraska; President J. A. Burruss, Virginia Polytechnic Institute;
President T. C. Walton, Texas A. and
M. College; Dean C. F. Curtiss, Iowa
State College, and Dean E. C. Johnson,
State College of Washington.
The men chosen for the investigation
were selected from all over the country.
Those who finally received appointments
were considered by the organization to be
men best located and in the best position
to investigate the situation.

With the filing for probate of the will
of the late John M. Oak, '73, of Bangor,
last Friday, it was revealed that the University of Maine will probably receive a
fund with which to establish a new scholarship, preferably for the advancement of
the art of public speaking.
More specifically, the will provided as
follows: If at the decease of his wife, and
after payment of bequests, there shall remain a balance of not less than $1500 that
sum is to be given in trust to the University of Maine to found a scholarship to be
known as The John M. Oak Scholarship,
the conditions of the benefit to students
to be determined by the president and
board of trustees of the University, but
the testator desires that it be expended
for advancement of the art of public
speaking.
Mr. Oak was one of the foremost of the
Maine alumni. He was always an ardent
worker for his Alma Mater. He was a
member of the committee which drew up
the first constitution of the General Alumni Association. He was class secretary
for twelve years, member of the Alumni
Council for nine years, president of the
General Alumni Association for four
years, and Trustee of the University for
seven years.

Roland Hayes Sings
At Annual Concert

extended to the cannonballs grouped at
the pedestal of the setpiece. A second and
larger group of Civil War cannons, located near the Beta tennis courts, however, escaped the painters' hands.
Both sets of cannon were placed on the
campus during the summer months thru
the efforts of 1.1ewellyn N. Edwards,
formerly of the State Highway Commission and an alumnus of the University of
Maine.
According to J. W. Glover, superintendent of buildings and grounds, the paint
marks will be immediately erased with a
coat of black enamel.

Bucher Speaks on Goethe Prof. Young To Represent
And on Germany of Today Maine at Amherst College
l'resident Harold S. Boardman has announced that Professor Donnell It. Young,
head of the department of zoology and
a graduate of Amherst College, has been
designated as the official representative of
the University to attend the inauguration
of the eleventh president of the Amherst
institution on November IL At that time
Dr. Stanley King will be formally inducted into office as president.
This will make the fourth time that
Professor Young has been the official
representative of the University of Maine
at the inauguration of presidents at Amherst, and twice that he has had this honor since l'resident Boardman has been the
administrative head of this University.

Emily Thompson '33 Makes Excellent
Time Climbing Mt. Katandin Saturday

Professor Maurice D. Jones of the College of Agriculture will address the Penobscot County Farm Bureau meeting to
Rachel Adams spent the week-end at be held on October 29 in Kentluskeag.
her home in Ellsworth.
His topic will be "Looking Ahead."

PRESIDENT IS HEAD
OF COMMITTEE ON
DEPRESSION EFFECT
Chosen Chairman of National
Committee on Situation
With Depression

New Cannon Painted Gay Red
While Campus Sleeps Monday

The following appointments of NonCommissioned Officers have been announced by Major Oliver:
First Sergeant: Paul Bean, J. S. Getchell, A. S. Colman, and A. B. English.
Platoon Sergeant: A. H. Boothby, W.
E. Page, R. H. Mansur, F. W. King, W.
A. White, C. N. Honer, A. H. Galbrith,
R. B. Gaffny, S. S. Marshall, and E.
Stone.
Sergeant Guides: H. C. Saunders, H.
II Day, N. N. Jackson, F. T. Wood, R.
G. NIIICS, L. G. Coons, S. Henderson, W.
II Ile,coni. C. A. Walker, H. A. Masterman, II. NI. Crandall, R. C. Arey, M. W.
Kilgore, P. R. Frost, V. L. Packard, K.
D. Black, C. G. Straffin, A. B. Otis, C.
Robertson, and A. Caplin.

GOVERNOR-ELECT

Will of John M.Oak Provides Second Annual Gathering of
$1500 Sum if Left at
Maine Alumni To Be
Decease of Widow
Oct. 28, 29

The Maine Masque has chosen as its
first play for the current season the comedy„-Is Husbands Go, by Rachel Crothers,
which will be presented in the University
Chapel November 10.
As Husbands Go was first produced in
the John Golden theatre, New York City,
where it enjoyed a great success. A comedy of modern life, it is a type of play
which should appeal to a college audience.
Rehearsals for the play are starting
immediately. The tentative cast is as follows: Lucile Lingard, Ernestine Merrill;
Ronald Derbyshire, Kenneth Foster,
Manley Kilgore, or Edward Little; Hippolitus Lomi, Edward Little or Alfred
Sweeney; Maitre D'Hotel, John Farnsworth; Waiter, Stuart Mosher; Charles
Lingard, Elston Ingalls; Christine, Alice
Sisco; Peggy Sykes, Kitty Davis, Helen
Like the freshmen, the old set of canFindlay, Lucinda Ripley, or Dorothy
Sawyer; Jake Canon, William Butler; nons, formerly a part of the armor of the
Katie, Helen Bucker, or Lucinda Ripley. frigate "Constitution," and mounted overlooking the Stillwater, have received their
initiation into their first year of servitude
on the campus.
Some artistically inclined students, returning from a late nocturnal escapade,
applied their talents to the old guns, and
when Tuesday's sun lighted up the colMaine Festival Concert To Be Held lege, they displayed in lavish decoration,
all along their bronzed barrels, an unOctober 26 with University
mistakable crimson red. But not only
Chorus Taking Part
were the cannons themselves attired in the
Professor Sprague of the Department scarlet paint, but the artists' work also
of Music, announced recently that the
Maine Festival Concert is to be given on
October 26 at the Bangor Auditorium
with Roland Hayes, world renowned colored tenor, as the guest artist. The Bangor Symphony Orchestra, which is to
play, is under the direction of Professor
John George Bucher, F.R.G.S., spoke
Sprague. The Festival Concert has tried
for many years to engage Mr. Hayes, but at the Monday assembly on the poet
Goethe, who died one hundred years ago
until this year has been unsuccessful.
this year. Slides were shown illustrating
The University Chorus will be a part
the important places and people who inof the Eastern Maine Festival Chorus, a
fluenced the poet's life. Goethe was said
group of 3 or 4 hundred voices, whose
to be the greatest man in all German hisfeature number of the evening will be a
tory. He was a director of mines, artist,
scene from Coleridge-Taylor's "Hiawriter, statesman, scientist, roadbuilder
watha," from the famous Longfellow Inand king's counselor.
the
tenor
dian poem. Mr. Hayes will sing
Mr. Bucher delivered an illustrated lecrole of this number.
ture on "Germany of Today", in the eveDuring the program. Mr. Hayes will ning. Both motion pictures and slides
sing several groups of songs and the or- were used throughout the program. The
chestra will offer several numbers.
pictures covered many phases of German
The University Chorus is working ex- life, the architecture, art, recreation, and
clusively on the "Hiawatha" part, under the people themselves.
the direction of Professor Sprague.
The event takes place on the eve of the
Maine Teachers' Convention. 'Tickets
will be one and two dollars.

34 Sophomores Are
Chosen as Officers

No. 3

Emily Thompson '33, set what is believed to be a record when she climbed
Mount Katandin by the way of Parsons
Trail to Monument Peak, over the Knife
Edge and down the Dudley Trail in three
hours on the Phi Sigma trip Saturday.
Setting out at 7:30 Saturday morning,
a party of 13 migrated to the Northern
part of the State. At Millinocket preparations were made for the drive over
19 miles of woods roads. After two hours
Rum Brook was reached where it was
found the bridge was out. Packs were
strapped on and the ambitious band started out. At Windy Pitch, a distance of
three and a half miles, lunch was served.
When the repast was finished, up drove
the chaperons who had waited until the
road was passable. For the next two
miles, a rough lumber road was followed
to Roaring Brook.
A fallen tree afforded the transportation over. From then on for six miles a
narrow, rocky trail uphill, (Wet brooks
and logs led to Dudley's Camp at Chimney Pond. Emily Thompson and Helen

Nivison arrived at three-forty while the
rest of the group drifted in at intermittent
periods until 6:20.
Eleven students from M.I.T. gave up
their beds in the camps to the women and
slept in the lean to. The others in the
Phi Sigma party slept in a tent.
The climb to the top was begun at
seven, guided by Mr. Dudley. Monument Peak was reached at 9:15 and the
return trip to *he camp was made in two
hours.
Events of the trip back included a
broken gas tank, boiling radiator, and
running out of gas.
Those making the trip were: Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick Chandler, Dr. F. H.
Steinmetz, Emily Thompson. Edith Bolan.
Helen Nivison, Josephine Ninny, Smith
Ames, Cecil Ogden. George Solomon, Leroy Burton. and Richard Millar.
Mr II. Walter Leavitt will attend a
meeting of the State Highway Testing
Engineers, which will be held in Boston,
October 17 and 18.

HON, LOUIS J. BRANN

DR. MUILENBURG TO
ADDRESS TEACHERS
Speech Will Be New Dean's
First to Alumni
Of Maine
Dr. James 11. Muilenburg. new dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences at
the University of Maine, is to be the
speaker at the annual meeting of the
Maine Teachers' Alumni Association to
be held October 27 in Bangor according
to an announcement made by William D.
Hall, principal of the Eastent State Normal School and president of the Association. This will be Dean Muilenburg's
first address to alumni of the University,
and it sttills particularly appropriate that
it should be to those alumni who are engaged in or interested in teaching.
The Association is to have headquarters
during the Teachers' Convention in room
110, Bangor High School, where alumni
may meet and procure information and
tickets concerning meeting. Howard S.
Emery '23 of Bangor High School faculty
is chairman of the local committee making arrangements for the banquet which
will he held at six o'clock Thursday, October 27, in the main hall of the Dorothy
Memorial Hall in Bangor. Other members of the committee serving with Mr.
Emery are Rachel Connor '22, dean of
women Bangor High School, and Clarine
Coffin '32, teacher of English in Bangor
High School.
The officers of the Association besides
Mr. Hall are Joseph B. Chaplin '21, vicepresident, principal of Newport High
School; Sadie J. Thompson '29 treasurer, teacher in Old Town High School;
and C. E. Crossland '17, secretary, Orono,
Secretary of the General Alumni Association.

Ermo Scott To Lead
Singing at Assembly

Initial Matches In
Tennis Played Off
10 Highest Finishes Give Winners
Berth on Varsity Squad for
Spring Tennis Meets
The 1932 Fall Tennis Tournament is
well under way, with most of the first
round matches completed. Twenty-nine
men have entered the tournament. Coach
Small regards this as a very satisfactory
turnout, in view of the fact that other
fall sports have claimed the attention of
many tennis men.
The tournament is a preliminary for the
selection of next year's varsity team as the
ten men finishing highest will be retained
on the squad next spring. No prizes are
to be given to the winners.
It is hoped that space for an indoor
court may be obtained for the use of varsity candidates during the winter, so that
they may be in condition for the first
match of the season, which will take place
about the first of May. Those who signified their intention of going out for the
varsity team would be excused from physical training.
The tournament draw was as follows:
Lampropoulos vs. Brooks, Cameron vs.
Burns, Knowlton vs. Bunker, Fuller vs.
Ashworth, Captain vs. Berry. Higgins vs.
Matchett, Little vs. Wadleigh, Butler vs.
Soule, Copeland vs. Martin, Turbyne vs.
Field, Rottenberg vs. Adams, Hinckley
vs. Hirshen, llortionoff vs. Aldrich. Pendell, Frost, and Hamilton drew byes.
In the first round matches played thus
far, the winners were Lampropoulos,
Cameron, Bunker. Matchett, Wadleigh,
Butler, Rottenberg, and llomonoff.

Assembly next week will be used largely for singing Maine songs under the direction of Ermo Scott '31, who is well
known as a successful song leader. The
Assembly will be in the nature of a rally
in preparation for the State Series.
Mr. Scott, during his undergraduate
days was a leader in the musical life on
the campus and has led singing on several
occasions since graduation. Ile is now
a teacher at the Eastern State Normal
School in Canine. His vigorous leadership together with pleasing personality
assures another pleasant "Song Assembly" as in the past.
It is expected the bawl will be present
to add "pep" to the occasion. A similar
assembly has been arranged each of the
last two years under the auspices of the
General Alumni Association. Although
song sheets will be furnished, those who
own song books are urged to bring them. EIGHT BECOME PLEDGED
TO KAPPA GAMMA PHI
FRESHETTES TO HUNT
SOPHETTES SATURDAY Eight men were pledged to Kappa GamITIA Phi, local honorary journalistic fra"A-hunting we will go, a-hunting we ternity, at a meeting held in the COMPUS
will go." "Says who?" say the freshman office Tuesday night. Following the
co-eds. What's the quarry? The sopho- pledging, plans for the coming high school
mores.
journalistic conference, which will be held
Yes, girls, there's going to be a good at the University of Maine on November
old hare and hound chase. Saturday 18 and 19, were discussed.
morning at ten-thirty o'clock the sophoThe pledges include: Brice H. Jose,
more girls are going to lead the fresh- George E. Osgood, Wilbert Pronovost,
men a merry chase. Where they'll end Raymond H. Gailey, Philip G. Pendell,
up cannot be said. But this much is cer- Roy J. Gavin, George Carlisle, and C.
tain. There'll be just oodles of steaming Alvin Jagles.
hot chowder with all the fixings. Moreover, the juniors and seniors will he there
Keith "Toots" Goldsmith, U of M. '25,
to furnish entertainment. Perhaps it will has returned to Orono, where he is manbe fout-pl out that even eagles can't escape ager of the Strand Theatre after spending
the fangs of a hungry hound.
the past eight years in New York City.
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The Maqua Regional Council met at
Bates last Saturday and Sunday. This
council represents the Women's Student
Christian Movement in sixteen New England colleges and normal schools. The
council discussed some problems COMMOTI
to most of the campuses represented, and
made plans for the program, date, and
leaders of the regional conference which
will be held at Poland. Maine next June.
The council also strongly recommended
that this conference take a definite stand,
from a Christian viewpoint, on the major
social issues in conflict at that time, and
should make public this stand.
Those present at the meetings were:
Miss Katherine Duffield, National Secretary for the Maqua Region; Mildred
Moyer, Bates, President; Ada Berning,
Simmons; Edna Dickey, New Hampshire
University; Olive Grover, Bates; Anna
Hamlin, Gorham Normal School; Ruth
Valenta, University of Maine; and Anna
McPhee, College of Liberal Arts, Boston
University.

VARSITY HARRIERS TO
TAKE ON WILD CATS

Mild Vandalism

The painting of the cannons, recently
installed on the campus, which occurred
The Varsity Cross Country team will
Monday night, is vandalism in a mild
journey to Durham on Saturday where
was
work
the
when
that
form. It is true
it will compete against the University of
discovered on Tuesday morning there
New Hampshire. This will be the first
were plenty of smiles, but nevertheless the
meet
for the Maine squad. The New
camthe
practice of defacing anything on
Hampshire team held its first meet last
pus should be discouraged.
Saturday, and obtained a perfect score
It may be that the person or persons over its opponent, Northeastern Univerwho did the painting did it merely as a sity.
prank, or it may be that it was done beThe time trials held last Saturday decause the perpetrators of the deed distermined
the niembers who will make the
If
cannon.
the
approved of the looks of
trip to Durham. The first seven men to
it was a prank, such pranks should not
finish in the trials are the ones who make
be looked upon lightly by the student
up the squad. They are K. Black. L.
body. If it was an expression of disapJackson, W. Cole, R. Shaw, R. Fuller.
proval, it was the wrong method of exR. Wishart, and D. Corbett. Because
pressing disapproval,
of an ulcerated tooth, Harry Booth was
buildings
painting
of
ago
Some years
unable to compete in the trials. However,
with class numerals or "pep" inscriptions he
be given a special trial this week,
for coming games was quite prevalent.. wit! If he is in good shape at that time, he
were
done,
These signs, always crudely
, will probably run in place of one of the
painfully remindful of the painting of men already mentioned.
signs on a back fence by small boys, who
have in some manner procured some On October 28, in connection with the
paint, a brush, and a fence. Undoubtedly program of the physical education
section
students at Maine do not want to slip of the Maine State Teachers'
Convention.
back into the class of such boys.
held in Bangor, exhibition games in a
Let us remember in the future, then, number of sports will be given on the
that there are always plenty of ways in campus. Teams of Maine girls will play
which to procure enjoyment without field hockey and basketball, the latter parspoiling property or incurring expense.
ticularly for demonstration of the new
rules. Girls from Bates and Colby will
be guests and will demonstrate track for
girls and speed-ball.

CORRESPONDENCE

(The correspondence coluinns of The Campus
are open to the public on pertinent subjects,
and letters are welcomed. All letters should
be signed with the author's real name, but •
pen name will be used In publication of the
letter if desired. The ideas stated in these
columns are not necessarily those of The Campus and should not be so considered. The editor reveries the right to withhold any letter
or • part of any letter I

Many hockey enthusiasts among Maine
alumnae will welcome the announcement
of a Maine-Alumnae game. On October
29 the AlUttln2lir. a number of whom are
already getting in some practice, will
meet a team composed of Maine girls.
During the Teachers' Convention held
in Bangor October 26, 27 and 28, Miss
Anne Hodgins, traveling secretary of the
women's division of the National Amateur
Athletic Association, will be the speaker in the department of physical education. She is also scheduled to speak on
this campus during the convention on the
women's activities in the Olympic Games ,
which were held in California this summer.

About the Honor System

To the Editor ot the 1 -tIMPIS
Dear Sir:
I was very sorry to hear that you have
been advocating the adoption of the socalled Honor System by the students of
the University of Maine. It seems impossible that you can have fully considered the consequences of such an innovation or the difficulties that confront its
supporters.
it saves work.
U'hen you think of the countless unAnd not only are you advocating t' dergraduates whose very lives depend on idiotic system, but you and Mr. Jose a!
their grades here, it shows that you have the rest of the impractical dreamers think
either a hard heart or a mushy brain if y.tu can make a go of it. Can't you sec the
you expect them to give up their aids to thing won't do? It's theoretically a pretmemory.
ts little scheme, but we can't touch it here.
Ask a man to take full responsibility
You think that, because it has been a
for his own work or lack of work—the success wherever it has been tried, we can
idea is revolutionary. You expect our parade about disguised as mature human
undergraduates to act like reasoning be- beings. Mr. Jose. on the grounds that
ings, like full-grown men. You want hint others have done it, thinks it possible for
to study enough throughout the year to l us to stop cribbing and crabbing and go
have a decent mastery of the principles to work like intelligent people. Don't you
involved in the course, so that when finals and he and the others of your cohorts
come he will be able to pass by his own i know that we of Maine are different, that
efforts, Preposterous!
whatever is a rousing success elsewhere
And besides, you think cribbing is is sure to be a fiat failure when the Mainwrong. Don't you know that a cribber iacs try it?
is sure to remember the points on which
That, dear Editor, is why I was sorry
he cribbed long after he has forgotten the to hear you support this folderol. It's not
course and its usefulness? If only we that I have anything against the honor
could arrange to have everyone crib the system: I was concerned only for your
whole of all his totITSts the problem of own good. You'll be labelled a dreamerperfect instruction would be SolAtN1 in an though you paint a wonderful dream.
instant.
think of fifteen hundred or so students
And you say that cribbing is dishonest. having will power enough to form a self- 1
Sheer twaddle, my good man. 1'hat if governing body and sufficient intellectual
it is? Let us admit that the one who pride to scorn slipshod flimsy work, to
cheats is thereby kicking the honest man think of a faculty so relieved from police
in the slats when he is down. Who rarev duty that it can teach as it has always
about the honest man? Let him (rib for wanted to teach—the whole thing is too
himself, and if he is too decent to do it. attractive.
You know yourself that the adoption of
ruts
ihm. Suppose the cheater is endangering the college career of the kind- the honor system would probably be as
hearted sap-headed nitwit who helps him; long a stride forward as ever the student
suppose he is robbing his future employ- body of this university has taken. I only
er through false pretenses to intelligence. wish you could convince the rest of the
Who cares? We never met his future undergraduates: and I have a sneaking
employer—he's no special friend of ours. suspicion that if you keep on talking, you
Think of all the heartbreaking hours of may yet wake us up to reality.
study we have saved. Surely you must
Your devoted admirer,
know that nothing is really dishonest if
Arthur Brown

l

Complete Staff of Prism First Frosh Game
Chosen and Ready To Work
Is Scoreless Tie
The complete staff of the 1934 Prism
selected by George E. Osgood, editor-inchief, and Roy J. Gavin, business manager,
working with Faculty Adviser Edward
H. Kelley, is as follows: editor-in-chief,
George E. Osgood; associate editor,
James E. DeCourcy ; literary editor, Ruth
S. Valenta; art editor. John Quinn;
photograph editor. Henry Conklin; sports
editor, Robert Berg; and organizations
editors, Dorothy F. Davis and Thomas
M. Hersey.
The members of the business department are: business manager, Roy J. Gavin, and assistant business managers,
Francelia Dean and Donald Corbett.
Plans for the yearbook are not yet
complete, but it is certain that it will contain' •everal entirtly new feature..

Fall Meeting of
S.P.E.E. Held Here

The University of Maine Freshmen
held the strong Bridgton Academy eleven
to a scoreless tie in their opening game
of the season, Saturday afternoon at
Alumni Field.
The game, unusually drab and colorless, saw neither team seriously threaten
the opposing goal. Early in the first quarter Bridgton advanced the ball to the
Frosh 28 yard stripe, but the Maine line,
though ragged and ineffective against the
first few plays, held to take the ball on
downs. Never again were the visitors
able to penetrate beyond the yearling 40
yard marker. The Frosh's only opportunity for a score came in the last few
minutes of the game when Foley, rangy
end, pulled down a Bridgton lateral in
his own territory, to break into the clear
at midfield. He was tackled from behind
on the visitors' 45 yard line, and the Frosh
lost the ball when Mill's pass on the next
play was intercepted by a Bridgton back.
During the fourth quarter, with a tie
game in prospect, both teams took to the
air with reckless abandon, completing only
one of nine attempted passes. Fumbles
were frequent throughout the entire four
periods, and both elevens received repeated penalties.
The kicking of Megan, Bridgton quarter whose work in this department was
particularly outstanding, and the failure
of Frosh backs to function at decisive moments succeeded in permanently keeping
the yearlings from the visiting goal. On
the kickoff in the second half, Adams ran
the ball thirty yards from his own ten
yard stripe, but three successive line bucks
failed and the Freshmen were forced to
kick out of danger. Downie earlier scored
a twenty yard gain for the Maine eleven.
For the Frosh the work of Costa and
Doherty in the line was impressive while
Pruett conducted himself capably at quarterback.

The fall meeting of the New England
section of the Society for Promotion of
Engineering Education was held at the
University of Maine October 8. The
morning was devoted to registration and
inspection of the campus and engineering
laboratories by the visiting representatives. At noon, a complimentary luncheon
was held in Merrill Hall for the members
of the Society, guests, and friends.
At 2:00 P.M. in 305 Aubert Hall, R.
E. Doherty, Professor of Electrical Engineering at Yale University, spoke on
"Greater Emphasis upon Scientific Thinking," followed by a speech on "A Critical
Examination of our Present Scheme of
Examinations" by Vaunevar Bush, vicepresident and Dean of Engineering at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The afternoon program was completed by
a bridge party given in Merrill Hall by
the ladies of the faculty to the visiting
ladies. In the evening, a banquet was
The Library announces the folheld at the Bangor House where an adlowing schedule of hours, which
dress was delivered by Professor Hutthas been changed from that in use
dilston on the "Engineer's Responsibiliat the opening of college.
ties to the New Architecture."
Mondays to Thursdays, 8 a.m. to
All students are cordially invited to at- 9:30 p.m.
Fridays, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.-6:30
tend services at Fellowship Church which
meet in the Orono Community House p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
each Sunday at 10:30 A.M. Sermon
Saturdays, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
theme for Oct. 16th: "The Eternal Cry
Sundays, 2 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
for Mercy", being the second of a series
•
of sermon studies by Dr. Charles M. Dean Lean spoke in Bangor Friday
Sharpe on the general topic, "Modern evening before a group of Girl Reserves
Life from Ancient Angles." The Young who were attending a state convention.
Trio will furnish the special music.
The Students' and Young Peoples' Sunday Evening Club (Abenakais) will meet
as usual at The Manse (23 Benntx:h St.)
from 6:30 to 8:15. Dr. Geo. B. FundenThe Jeweler
berg will give a talk on "France and l
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
Spain"—with stereopticon. All students
10% discount to students
cordially invited.
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El climbed the highest mountain "cause they knew that when they
climbed that mountain they'd find fun, and they found it, did the members
of that Phi Sigma party.....the co-eds on the trip were thrilled to tears
when they discovered a camp occupied by eleven M.I.T. men an' they neglected the Maine mountaineers who represented the bearded half of the student
body.....Smith (B flat) Ames must be a softy. Imagine taking a bright
colored pair of pajamas on a camping trip....'Nuff for Katandin, so say we
all, Amos Tasch of Upperlip, Ohio, is visiting with Red (Manassa) Hagan,
the terror of the campus....An' last Thoisday nite, lil Betty Barrows was
walking to the Libe when a big brute of a tree slapped her right in the face
....The A. T. 0.'s seem to be having a lot of fun with their new house.
When friend room-mate locks the door to the room and runs off with the
key the only way to get into the room seems to be with the aid of a ladder,
thereby providing much fun for bystanders...,The Apple Tree Operators
also seem to be having a lot of fun since Hoby Chase has lost his heart....
An' those awful frosh, they are helping to keep the depression here, and are
incurring the wrath of the medical profession. It's an underhanded profession of theirs, when they buy a gweat big basket of apples and give them away
free each day, one to a student....Well, lil Sammy, the freshman, sort of
lost his bearings down in the big city the other night, an' guess what he did.
He found he couldn't get back to the campus without walking, so he went to
the police station and asked for a bed, and got it....He's the lad who discovered that c-a-t-t-l-e means Cows... Red Walton has become a gentleman,
according to tradition, he has changed his affections from a brunette to a
Much comment has reached our ears about Buddy Boyle who is
blonde
that way about a little lady and holds hands on the campus....It's pretty
bad for a first year man in a fraternity house to steal an upperclassman's lady
friend, but that is what happened recently when Earl (Passion) Stone alienated the affections of the sweetheart of one of his fraternity brothers....
One little sophette was in a deeficult position last week-end when Gordon
(Hap) Hayes arrived on the campus unexpectedly, and found that his campus sweetheart had a date for another party....Oh my, my, my, these big"
brutish owls, Mr. Hoyt found a snake last week and had a swell time scaring
freshettes with it....We're trying to figure out what Sigma M0000 Sigma
means by "the person who arrives at the psychological moment."

NOTICE
The first meeting of the year of the
Young People's Christian Union will be
held Sunday evening at seven in the vestry of the Universalist church, Orono. All
students interested in young people's religious work or in discussing problems of
the day are asked to attend this meeting
so that plans can be made for the winter
months. Those wishing to know further
about this union should see Almon Cooper at Beta Kappa fraternity.
Betty Barrows '33 is recovering from
a slight concussion resulting from a fall
which she received last Thursday evening.
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All freshmen, either men or women, who are interested in working
on "The Freshman," weekly newspaper published by the freshman
class, are asked to attend a meeting
to be held next Tuesday, October
18, at 1.00 p.m. in the Campus office
on the third floor of the M.C.A.
Building.
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Penney's Food Shop
Fancy Groceries
Meats and Provisions
44 \! it:: St.

Tel. 360

"You call it
America's pipe tobacco!"

,
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Middishade
Clothes
$25
The same high-grade all-purpose Middishade Suits that
you used to pay $37.50 for, are
now only $25.00! They come
in blues, greys, and browns.
Suede J

ket c

Shectskin l'estee
(twills°y Shhck ee

3.85
1 50
2.00

Coal,

"ANGOPACA"

Rubbe
Easy t

It's a blend 1,1 everything an

FREESE'S
MEN'S
SHOPS
BkNt,OR

We call it Griffon

—AND HERE'S WHY:
Granger is made of White
Burley Tobacco — the type
between the kind used for
chewing and the kind used
for cigarettes.
In other words, it's pipe
tobacco—and if you're smoking a pipe, you want tobacco
made for pipes—not tobacco
made for something else, it
matters not how good it is.

overcoat

should

be — light

weight. but plenty of warmth;
sporty. fleecy finish—and sturdy wool for long wear.
For

outdoors — for

wear—for

any

wear

auto
from

early September to late April.

$25.00

MAINE

The largest Men's Shops

VIRGIE'S

East of Roston

ORONO

Handy pocket pouch
of henry foil. keep*
tobacco better and
steak's price lower.

10c
YOU CAN DEPEND ON A LIGGETT &

MYERS PRODUCT
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SIGMA M.0 SIGMA TO
..-IGLES TAKE FROSH
HOLD UNUSUAL DANCE
TO PINEY KNOLL THURS.
Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psycholop
The Sophomore Eagles gathered toplber their "prey" (Freshmen, in case society, will hold another of its unusual
didn't guess) late last Thursday af- stag dances in
Alumni Hall tomorrow
and carried them away to their
night.
The
dance
promises to be one of
-t (Piney Knoll), where they fed the
,hildren." Using twigs, in quite the the most unusual of the season, for a prize
I :istic manner, the Sophomores and Fresh- will be given to the person arriving at
rim fried "weinies," ate doughnuts, and the psychological moment, as well as
1:ank cider. Unfortunately, the appe- prizes for novelty dances. Smith Ames'
of the "wee" Freshmen were not orchestra will furnish the music for the
anticipated, because reinforcements affair.
to be sent for.
,:ithered around the brisk tire, the upThirty Phi Mu's were entertained Mon, r,dassinen sang, after which Ruth Todd day evening at the home of Miss Shirley
i•il the "Stein Song." And then with Young in honor of her sister's, Mrs. Linund of "Taps" ringing in their ears, wood Bowen, recent" marriage. A short
party disbanded.
business meeting preceded the social evening. Silver was presented to Mrs. Bowen
by the sorority president, Lucia Umphrey.
HECK CLUB SPONSORS
STAG DANCE FRIDAY Refreshments were served.
The Heck Club held a successful Stag
Six of last year's Sophomore Eagles
Dance on Friday night.
held a reunion at Mildred Haney's camp
girls
there
were
admitted
ten
first
The
in Orrington over the week-end. Among
iree of charge. Among those who arrived those
present were: Alice Dyer, Doris
have
their
fifty
cents
were
Winto
time
iu
Newman, Shirley Young, Winifred Cushifred Cushing, Rosemary Boardman, Ab- ing, Fern
ANIL and Mildred Haney.
bie Sargent, Marguerite Young and Marion Graham.
The girls of Delta Zeta Sorority enterSmith Ames furnished the music and tained on October 4, 5, and 6 Mrs. Georevery one supposedly had a "Heck" of gia Lee Hornung of Detroit, Michigan.
a good time, especially the many people Mrs. Hornung was sent to Alpha Upsiwho crashed after intermission.
lon chapter of Delta Zeta as a representaEvelyn "String" Randall, Chi Omega,
vilio graduated last June, and who has
been employed at the Methodist Episcopal
Iloidtal Research Laboratory for the
pa-t summer, has accepted a position at
the Brady Memorial Laboratory at Yale

Kappa Sigma entertained at
party Friday night with nine
present. Mrs. Annie Webster
oned. Marcus Hallenbeck and
Chipman were in charge.

tive of National Delta Zeta.
Mrs. Howard Hornung, a visiting officer of Delta Zeta sorority, was a guest
of the local chapter from Tuesday to
Thursday of last week.

Miss Wilma Perkins, '35, received her
pledge pin at a pledge service held by Alpha Omicron Pi at the home of Ruth
a Vic Barrows last Monday night.
couples
chaperSelwyn

Mrs. Mary Love Collins, national president of Chi Omega sorority, was at tiw
University last Friday, as she is making
informal visits to all New England chapters of that sorority.

Ladies' and gents' garments
steamed, cleaned and pressed
at $1.00

A Vic party was held at A.T.O. Friday with Mrs. Wing as chaperon. Ten
couples were present. The social committee was comprised of Romeo Pascarelli.
Donald Ring, and Llewellyn Stearns.

B. K. Hillson
Next to Strand Theater
Orono
Suits called for and delivered

Bound volumes of the Campus
for the school year 1932-33 are to
be sold at the end of the year for
$1 each. These volumes including
all the issues put out during the
year and bound in cardboard, make
an excellent souvenir, and are in reality a complete history of the undergraduate life of the University
for the year.
Only a limited number of these
volumes will be manufactured, orders for which may be given to the
Business Manager as soon as possible.

Sodalitas Latina. at their first fall inti:
PROF. HUDDILSTON TO
ADDRESS STUDENT FORUM Mg, elected the folios,. ing officers for thi.
ensuing year : president, Margaret De::
Dr. John II. Iluddilstun will address
ton '33; vice-president, Dorothy Moji:.
the Wesley Foundation Student Forum
han '34; temporary secretary,' Shin:ii
Sunday evening. October in, begimUng
Young '34.
at 7:30. His subject for the evening will
be "The Greek Approach to Spiritual Reality." Here is a Sunday evening liberal
club or whatever you may call it which
MEN
deals with the living issues of religion
RIDING BOOTS
and our social order. Begins at 7:30;
$5.00 by Friendly Five
over at 8:30. Fellowship llour and lunchat
eon from 6:30 to 7:30. The Forum is
held at the Wesley House of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Atlantic Night garden

ORONO
Cut old and hang up
Fri., Oct. 14
"GUILTY AS HELL"
with Victor McLaglen, Edmund
Lowe, Richard Arlen, Adrienne
Ames, Noel Francis. You'll get
shivers, laughs, and thrills galore
from "GUILTY AS HELL"

Goldsmith's

Sat., Oct. 15
"CONGORILLA"
%%ith Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson.
Absolutely authentic. True and
Hair-Raising THROUGH Tfir
EMPIRE OF DEATH

Dr. F. B. Savage

Mon. & Tues., Oct. 17-18
"BLONDE VENUS"
with NI ARLENE DIETRICH,
Ilerbert Marshall, Cary Grant,
Venus de Milo once Queen of
Beauty, is forced to bow to Marlene Dietrich, the "BLONDE
VENUS"

MAINE DEBATERS PERFORM
IN BRADFORD LAST NIGHT
The Uni‘ersity debating team conducted a debate last evening in the Bradford
Grange Hall. The topic was: Resolved:
that most advertising is detrimental to the
best interests of the general public. The
speakers were Max Rapaport and Hamilton Boothby for the affirmative, and
Arnold Kaplan and Albert Gordon for
the negative. This was the first of a proposed series of grange debates.

Gray Stone Garden
NVaftles—Coffee--Hot dogs

DENTIST
I tome-made Ice Cream
39 South Main St.
\V holesale—retail
OLD Town

MAINE

Overhead bridge—Veazie
Tel, 179-2

U. S. A.
Among the co-eds at the Holy Cross
game were Peanut Bunker, Dixie Copeland, Hope Coffin, and Frankie DC311
1111•111MENIM• •
•
•

WOMEN
HOSIERY—All New Shades
Service and Chiffon
69e and $1.00
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THE PHANTOM PRESIDENT
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GEORGE M. COHAN, JIM NILE DLIRANTE
•
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
•
Laughs as Long as Durante's Schnozzle! Plus
Catchy Cohan Songs and Typical Colbert Romance!
•
•
Dr. Philip Deane •
•
Morc.-TuEs.-WED., Ocr. 17-18-19
•
•
Optometrist
•
"NIGHT AFTER NIGHT"
•
•
with
58 N. Main St.
Old Tomi •
CUM MIN t.s
GEORGE
CONSTANCE
RAFT,
•
WYNNE GIBSON, ALISON SKIPWORTII
•
•
Tel. 183-11
•
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Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 19-20
"SKYSCRAPER SOULS"
With Warren William, Maureen
O'Sullivan, Anita Page, Verree
Teasdale, Jean Ilersholt. Reaching Halfway to Heaven and Halfway to Hell. The drama of the
greatest building in the greatest
city in the world.

University Beauty Salon
All branches of beauty culture
Tel. 379
Strand Theatre Bldg., Orono

BOWL FOR HEALTH

Strand Alleys
Special alleys for Ladies
Freshman League starts soon
All Welcome
Fraternal Division A starts Oct. 19
iime and root for your favorite
team

GREETING CARDS

Too busy to write, as you'd like to!
Keep putting it off each day?
How about sending a Greeting
Card
To that friend so far away?.

Leavitt Brothers

PARK'S VARIETY
WHEN IN BANGOR STOP AT

STRAND THEATRE

Fine Clothing and

SCHRAFFT'S CANDIES

WOOL SPORT DRESSES

STATIONERY •- GIFTS -- NOVELTIES

and
SWAGGER SUITS

GREETING CARDS

coop.°

$10.00 and

Haberdashery
at lowest possible prices for
the college man

$16.50

EXCELLENT FOOD, COURTEOUS SERVICE,
CLEAN SURROUNDINGS

Tel, 360

Myers Studio
MAINE

OLD TOWN

Photographs that please
Developing and Finishing
TRY US

F. W. SPENCER
Coal, Wood, Ice, Grain and Feed
Jobbing

WHY NOT ECONOMIZE!
Rubber taps, complete with cement, only ten cents a pair.
Easy to apply, invisible, outwear two pair of leather
All sizes—models for both eds and co-eds

W. A. Mosher Co.

Chesterfields are Milder,They Taste Better
....the things smokers scant most in a cigarette

Ire have no agents
All our business is done at our store
Meet your friends here—Cash your checks

IN cif

ESTERFIELD there is no harshness—no bitterness.

They are made from ripe,sweet Donte.tic tobaccos and the

right amount of Turkish. The taste and aroma are just right.

CHESTERFIELD
CI 1932, Litkarr•Onus Tau= Co.
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Crusaders Trounce Pale Blue Team 32-6 at Worcester
Romansky Runs 80 Yards for SPORTS SPIELS
By BOB BERG
Maine's Only Score; Crusaders
Outrushed 6 Yards by Bears
The Pale Blue gridiron squad met its
first defeat of the season last Saturday
when Holy Cross rolled up a score of 32-6
against Maine's hard-fighting team. However, Maine outrushed her °pigments by
six yards, making 258 to the Crusaders'
252 yards.
"Mun" Romansky starred for the visitors when he broke through the line and
ran 80 yards for Maine's only score of
the game.
The lineup:
(6) MAINE
HOLY CROSS (32)
le, Aldrich
Reiss. le
It Pike
Harvey, It
Ig, Calderwood
Zyntell, 1g
c Cobb
Morandos c

...rg, Judd
rt, Craig
re, Parsons
qb, Wilson
Ihh, Means
rhb, Romansky
fb, Robertshaw

Moran, rg
Flanagan, rt
Britt, Avery, re
Rovinski. qb
Murray, Donovan, Ihb
Jarvis, rhb
Hanus, fb
Score by periods:

The Crusaders of Holy Cross filled the
Steins to dear old Maine with sour beer,
a beer which did not set well in the stomach of the Black Bear last Saturday as
the Bricernen were handed a 32-6 licking.
However, the game was more closely
fought than the score indicates.
••••••
Ii Maine overcomes New Hampshire
at the latter's gridiron Saturday, then it
will practically assure the Pale Blue of
winning the New England Conference
Title which is at present held by the Wildcat eleven. Included in the conference
are Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island. Connecticut Aggies, and Massachusetts State.

13 7 6 6-32
0 0 0 &-6
Touchdowns, Hamm 2, Donovan, ROPoints after
vinski, Avery, Romansky.
touchdowns (placement kicks) Jarvis, 2.
Officials: referee, A. R. Ayer, Colby; umpire, Leslie Mann, Springfield; field judge,
Fred J. O'Brien. Harvard; headlinesman, The Black Bears have already defeated
Fred W. Lewis, Salem.
the Rhode Island Rams and the ConnectiNutmegers which actually leaves
cut
only New Hampshire to account for.
Both teams running close were led over Mass. State has an exceptionally weak
the finish line by R. Mayo, Brewer sopho- team as it was given a terrific lacing by
more, with a time of 16 minutes 2 seconds. Bowdoin, who in turn is regarded as the
in the state. Provided
Maine was dose, taking second, third, and weakest eleven
Holy Cross
Maine

Ihe Intramural touch football pr gram
Maine takes New Hampshire into camp.
it wlil have to defeat Bowdoin to gain for 1932 opened last week. This year the
full possession of the title by the law of teams are twenty-one in number and are
deduction.
divided into the southern and northern
leagues.
For the last three years the Wildcat
The following teams are included in the
team has been a jinx to the Bricemen, but southern league: Sigma Chi, Alpha Tau
this season at least in your humble scribe's Omega, Beta Kappa, Phi Eta Kappa,
opinion. Maine appears to be able to have Alpha Gamma Rho, Phi Gamma Delta.
the strength to end the jinx. Both schools Phi Kappa, Phi Mu Delta, Phi Kappa
are traditional football rivals with Maine Sigma, and I.ambda Chi Alpha.
holding the advantage of 12 victories to
The northern league is made up of the
New Hampshire's 6, while two tussles Sigma Nu, Dorm It, Kappa Sigma, Sigresulted in tie scores.

First, Mayo (B); second, Ives (M);
third, Weston (M); fourth, Smith (B);
fifth. Cameron (M); sixth, Huff (M);
seventh, King (B); eighth. Grindle (B);
ninth, Clarke (M); tenth. Hershon (M);
eleventh. Barry (B); twelfth. Bragdon
with a wide berth which was attained • (ID.
MARI after the mile mark and carried then
to decisive victory. Fast sprints at the
finish failed to roll up the score for the
Maine runners. Cobb of Lee Academy
led the field home in 15 minutes 8 seconds.
First, G. Cobb (L); second, B. Cobb
(L); third, Stevens (L); fourth, Tinkham (L); fifth, Turner (I.); sixth.
JORDAN BLOCK
Prince ( M); seventh, O'Conner (\t
eighth, Merrill (L); ninth, Ireland (M
MAINZ
/LI) TOWN
tenth, Dionne ( M); eleventh, Beal (M )
twelfth, Foss (L).
The Frost' II team followed up the first
Telephone 261
team defeat by taking over Brewer High
runners over the same Course, 25 to 31.

A polished Lee Academy cross country
outfit outran the Frosh harriers A team
over the Orono course Tuesday, with a
perfect score of 15 to 43.
Lee ran five men over the finish tape

Mildred Moyes went to her licii%e
Lewiston for the week-end.

jfl
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BROCKWAY'S
FLOWER SHOP
15 Central Street
BANGOR, MAINE
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EVERY BANKING SERVICE
NOTICE

MERRILL TRUST COMPANY

Afternoon rates
at
STRAND ALLEYS

BANGOR, MAINE

10' per string
1 to 6 P.M.

Bank Assets over $20,000,000.00

Is your

For a good, clean place to eat—follow the crowd

Luncheon Appetite
difficult
to tempt?

FARNSWORTH'S CAFE

There is no compromise with quality at

I

THE PALACE OF SWEETS

Lewis S. Libby, D.D.S.

Di

ma hi igma, Tau Epsilon Phi,
Tau Delta, Theta Chi, Dorm A. Beta
Theta Pi, Oak Hall, and Sigma Alpha
Epsilon.

Discount to
*.
Sympathies extended to Coach Chester suffered by a first team yearling outfit in
three
years.
a
been
have
must
Jenkins. It certainly
bitter pill for the cross country mentor
to swallow as he watched his freshman
team A completely whitewashed by Lee
Academy. This was the initial defeat
At all offices of this Bank we offer

LEE TRIMS FROSH A
HARRIERS. B TEAM PINS
DEFEAT ON BREWER lath places

Hear B

RONO

Featuring hot fudge

CANDY SPECIALS

Fresh chocolates

29#, 39‘, 60‘, $1.00 lb.
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Patronage appreciated

MASSACRE
"Nature in the Raw"—as
portrayed by the artist, N. C.
Wyeth ... inspired by the
heartless treachery of a band
of vicious Miami Indians,

who massacred the settlers
with inhuman ferocity ...
August 15, 1812.

Permanents live and seven dollars
Shampoo and wave

$1.00

With each $5 worth of lousiness a manicure given
Everything for beauty's sake
Phone 95
33 Main Street

Rees

Orono, Maine

and raw tobaccos
have no place in cigarettes

-ended by the English Department of

University of Maine

They arc not present in Luckies
. .. the mildest cigarette
you ever smoked

Webster's
Collegiate

E buy the finest, the very
finest tobaccos in all the
world—but that does not
explain why folks everywhere regard Lucky Strike as
the mildest cigarette. The fact
is, we never overlook the
truth that "Nature in the
Raw is Seldom Mild"— so
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these fine tobaccos, after
proper aging and mellowing,
are then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying
process, described by the
words—"It's toasted".That's
why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies
are such mild cigarettes.
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Does not this explain the world-wide acceptance and approval of Lucky Strike?
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